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GRAFT evokes Puerto Rico’s rich history — and its 
uncertain future.

Hurricane Maria prompted an exodus from an island that had already been struggling to retain 
its residents. Their homes in splinters, their economy moribund, more than 178,000 Puerto 
Ricans have moved to the U.S. mainland since Maria made landfall in September 2017, 
according to Hunter College’s Center for Puerto Rican Studies.  It’s not clear how many plan to 
return. Already, more Puerto Ricans live in the continental United States than on the island itself.

Adrift in motels, on relatives’ floors, in homeless shelters, many have struggled to build a life in 
the United States. The COVID-19 pandemic has compounded their misery. "I feel like the 
government is failing us," Claudia Alejandra, one exile, told me in May 2020.

Even before Maria, the island was emptying out. Congress allowed a tax break that encouraged 
U.S. businesses to set up shop in Puerto Rico to expire in 2006, plunging the territory into a 
deep recession and kicking off a fiscal crisis that forced leaders to raise taxes and cut services.

Corruption and bureaucratic bungling have slowed the recovery. As of February 2020, hundreds 
of schools remained closed and the Trump administration was still withholding billions of dollars 
in aid. Spiraling crime, prompted in part by PR’s growing status as a drug trafficking hub, have 
provided a further incentive to leave. European authorities added the island to a money-
laundering blacklist in 2019, joining the likes of North Korea and Libya.

The population shrank by 14 percent to 3.4 million in the decade before Maria made landfall. 
The U.S. Census Bureau predicts the population will fall by one-third more by 2050.

Like 5.8 million of her fellow Puerto Ricans, Edra Soto lives on the mainland now.

---
Andy Sullivan is a correspondent for Reuters News in Washington.












